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Humans and nature intertwine irrevocably. Consequently, ecological principles operate within all 
aspects of human culture and our own lives—and permaculture’s regenerative design framework 
applies not just to landscapes, but to all aspects of culture, including the classroom. We must 
therefore design learning events as whole, healthy educational ecosystems for whole people.
This intensive permaculture teacher training embodies and explores this educational approach. 
Learn how to design and run permaculture workshops, courses, and other educational 
experiences as ecosystems—by designing and running them. Seasoned educator Dave Jacke and 
his team guide you to: assess and design for students’ learning niches; create effective learning 
environments; plan for, budget, and market an event; and devise multifunctional, functionally 
interconnected courses where the whole experience is greater than the sum of the sessions.
Together, we face fears, transform inhibiting narratives, share constructively, and grow deeply in 
a healthy, safe, supportive, and fun learning environment. We also engage with the business of 
teaching, among other practical aspects. This rigorous course culminates with you designing and coteaching a public 
permaculture workshop. You leave with new skills and experiences under your belt, and feel empowered to teach 
permaculture and embody the change you want to see in the world.

 $40 materials fee; include when you register. This program is application-only; $50 nonrefundable application fee may  
be applied to tuition. Discounted rates for camping and meals package are available. Scholarships are available; see  
eOmega.org/scholarships. Information on required assignments and preparation for the course will be sent upon 
registration. Prerequisite: Participants must have previously taken a permaculture design certificate course. For more 
information see eOmega.org/pctt. 

Dave Jacke, MA, author of Edible Forest Gardens, has applied ecological principles to the design of holistic educational experiences for over two 
decades. edibleforestgardens.com

Farmer, educator, and designer Chris Jackson homesteads and works with at-risk youth in Plainfield, Vermont.

Kim Almeida practices and teaches permaculture and bioregional herbalism.  She connects people and plants, makes medicine, and cultivates 
community. ecotoneherbals.com
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Explore more at eOmega.org/PCTT. Email lauraw@eomega.org or call 845.266.4444 ext. 377 for more information.


